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ABSTRACT 

We present a simple algorithm for maintaining 
a replicated distributed dictionary which 
achieves high availability of data, rapid 
processing of atomic actions, efficient 
utilization of storage, and tolerance to node 
or network failures including lost or 
duplicated messages. It does not require 
transaction logs, synchronized clocks, or 
other complicated mechanisms for its 
operation. It achieves consistency 
contraints which are considerably weaker than 
serial consistency but nonetheless are 
adequate for many dictionary applications 
such as electronic appointment calendars and 
mail systems. The degree of consistency 
achieved depends on the particular history of 
operation of the system in a way that is 
intuitive and easily understood. The 
algorithm implement 8 a “best effort” 
approximation to full serial consistency, 
relative to whatever internode communication 
has successfully taken place. so the 
semant its are fully specified 
partial failure of the system. 
correctness of the algorithm and 
of such weak semantics depend 
special properties of the 
operations. 
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1. Introduction 

A common axiom taken for the correctness of a 
database system is that the transactions be 
serializable. that is, the results of any sequence 

of transactions should be the same as if they had 
been performed in some serial order 13, 5, 17, 191. 

Serializability insures consistency of the database 
when concurrent transactions are being processed 

assuming only that each transaction is correct when 

run alone. 

Achieving serial consistency in an unreliable 

distributed environment is considerably more 
difficult than in a central database, and much work 

has been done addressing this problem 

12. 4, 9. 201. (Cf. [161 for s nice survey of 
some of the issues.) Reasons for distributing data 

in the first place are to increase speed of access 

and to insure availability of data even when 
individual nodes or the network itself fails. Both 

of these goals require replication of the data, 

which introduces the new problem of keeping the 

rep1 icated copies up-to-date. (Cf. 
[7, 8, 13, 15. 211.) 

Unfortunately, the two goals of availability 
and serial consistency stand somewhat in conflict. 

For example, availability dictates that every node 

with a copy of the database be permitted to 

continue performing transactions on its local copy 

even when the network fails. Serializability, on 
the other hand, requires that at most one such node 

be allowed to proceed under such conditions, for 
otherwise the copies begin diverging and reads can 

return values inconsistent with any serial ordering 

of the transactions. 

Several authors have noted that meaningful 
results can often be obtained even without serial 
consistency when additional’ information about the 

particular transactions is available IlO, 11, 121. 
Also, strict serializability is often not required 

for read-only transactions I6, 181. We present an 

example of a problem which is adequately served by 
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a database satisfying much weaker conditions and 

give an algorithm for its solution. Our algorithm 

achieves high availability of data, rapid 
processing of atomic actions, efficient utilization 

of storage, and tolerance to node or network 

failures including lost or duplicated messages. It 

does not require transaction logs, synchronized 
clocks, or other complicated mechanisms for its 

operation. 

The degree of consistency achieved by our 
solution depends on the particular history of 

operation of the system in a way that is intuitive 
and easily understood. The algorithm implements a 
“best effort” approximation to full serial 
consistency, relative to whatever internode 
communication has successfully taken place, so the 

semantics are fully specified even under partial 

failure of the system. 

Johnson and Thomas [lOI give an algorithm for 

a similar problem which uses timestamps to 

serialize updates (of. 1141) but permits arbitrary 

reading. While it enjoys many of the same 

advantages of our algorithm, it requires deleted 
dictionary entries to be retained nnt il all 

processes have updated their copies of the 

database. Also, their read semantics are somewhat 

weaker than ours. 

Algorithms such as [7, 211 which use voting 

schemes are able to provide both serial consistency 

and data availability despite 1 imited node 

failures, but like all serializable algorithms, 

updates in all but one snbnet are disallowed when 

the network becomes partitioned. 

2. Distributed Dictionaries 

Abstractly, our problem is to maintain a 

database consisting of a dictionarv, that is, a set 

of elements with two update operations INSRRT and 

D=, and a single query operation LIST (of. 

MI. INSRRT(x) adds element z to the set, 

DELETE(x) removes x from the set if it ias there 

and does nothing otherwise, and LIST returns an 
enumeration of the elements ourrently in the set. 

All three operations are considered to be atomic 

transactions. 

The database is to be implemented on an 

unreliable network of prooessors. Our goal is to 

make the database highly available, even under 

conditions in which individual nodes and the 

ne tnork are not always operational. BY 
“available”, we mean that any operational node 

should be able to perform any of the basic database 

operations at any time, regardless of the status of 

the rest of the system. 

Each node maintains its own copy or m of 
the database, and all operations are performed 

initially only on the node’s local view. From time 
to time a node sends information about its view to 
one or more other nodes. A node receiving such 
information then updates its own view. We have in 
effect added two new operations: SEND(m) and 
RRCRIVR(mI , where m is the message. As more and 
more messages are sent, information is thus 
propagated throughout the network, and the 
individual views of the data tend to converge to 

the view that would be “correct” were this all 
taking place in a centralized database. 

Our notion of correctness depends not only on 

the particular update and query operations 
requested by the users of the system but also on 

the internal coszaunications that have taken place, 
about which we make no assumptions. The intent ion 
is that in a correctly functioning system, enough 

commanication will take place so that every node of 

the system will know about an insertion or deletion 
shortly after it occurs, and no view will be far 
out of date. However, our correctness condition is 

simply that an element x is in node i’s view iff i 
knows of its insertion but does not know of its 

deletion. 

We place two restrictions on the problem: 

Rl. We assume that there is at most one 
occurrence of the operation INSERT(x) 
for each element z, ‘so that once an 
element has been deleted from the set, 
it can never again be reinserted. 

R2: DRLRTE(x) is only legal at a node j if I. 
is currently in j’s view. 

We need both restrictions for technical reasons. 

Among other things, they insure that INSERT(x) can 

never follow DRLSTR(x), so if a node discovers that 

both operations were performed sometime in the 

past. then z definitely does not belong in its 

view. Also, both restrictions arise naturally in 

many applications. One way to enforce restriction 

Rl is to tag the actual datum with a “timestamp” 
which uniquely identifies the particular insertion. 
Thus, two attempts to insert the same datum will in 

fact give rise to two different elemqnts x and XI’ 
with different timestamps. Restriction R2 is 

natural in applications where the only way to 

specify an argument to DRLRTR is to “point” at the 

element among the ones in the current view. Such 

is generally the case. for example, when the 

elements are tagged with timestamps. Note that we 

do permit several deletions of the same element; 

their effect is the same as a single one. 
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This abstract problem was motivated by the 

practical problem of building a highly available 

electronic appointment calendar. Here the data 

items are individual appointments, and an 
appointment calendar is just a set of appointments. 

A user can read and modify his appointments from 

any node. He will see every appointment that it is 
possible to see, given the interprocess 
communication that has actually taken place. In a 
fully working system he would see all but possibly 
very recently entered appointments. Anything he 
can see he can manipulate as if he were working on 

a centralized system. Finally, any changes he 
makes will be reflected at the other nodes when the 

system is again working, even if the network 
happens to be unavailable while he is actually 

doing the modifications. Note that because the 

views are not always up-to-date, conflicting 

appointments may not be discovered immediately. 

Hence, it is necessary for the calendar system to 

be able to handle conflicts at times other than 
when an appointment is first entered. (This is 
probably a desirable property anyway.) 

Other places where this problem arises are in 

distributed mail systems and distributed file 

directory systems, both of which abstractly just 
maintain dictionaries. In a distributed mail 

system, our solution could simplify the usual 

network mailer. The network mailer would only have 

to deliver a message to one of a user’s mailboxes; 

the distribution of mail to the user’s other 
mailboxes would then be handled by our algorithm. 
Indeed, if the recipient had a local mailbox, then 

only the local mailer would be needed and the 
network mailer would not have to be invoked at all. 

3. Formal Problem Statement 

For each natural number N, let [Nl = (1. 2. 
. . . . NJ. Let D be the domain of elements. Let OP 

= [‘INSERT(x)‘, ‘DELElW(x)’ i x e D) ll {‘LIST’) D 

(‘SEND(m) ‘, ‘RFXXIVE(m)’ 1 m is a message). We 

formulate our correctness conditions in terms of a 

partial order of events which represents the 

history of information flow in the system. 

Fix a particular execution of the system. 

Each instance of an operation F a OP corresponds to 

an event e, where SE(e) = 5 and node(e) is the node 

at which e occurs. Let E be the set of all events 

occurring in the execution, and let D(P) ={xeDI 

op(e) = INSERT(x) for some e E PI. E is partially 

ordered by “+“, which is the least reflexive and 

transitive relation such that: 

Pl. Events at the same node are totally 
ordered; 

IQ. If 61 = SEND(m) and e2 = RECEIVE(m) for 
the same message m, then el + e2. 

We now formalize a correct view of the 
database. We represent our notion of “knows about” 
by 3 ; hence, when i has just performed event e’, 
it knows about an event e iff e -3 e’. Let *: 
E -9 2D be defined as follows: x e view(e’) iff 

Vl. there is an event e such that e + e’ 
and op(e) = INSERT(x), and 

V2. for every event e, if’opfe) = DELETE(x), 
then e tie’. 

We now define the N-node redundant dictionarv 

problem to be the problem of finding a distributed 
algorithm on N nodes such that each node can 
process the operations of INSERT, DELETE, LIST, 
SEND and RECEIVE, subject to restrictions Rl and 
R2, and each node i maintains a correct view of the 

data Vi. That is, in the partial order of events 

corresponding to the history of operations in the 
system, if e is an event at node i, then just after 

the occurrence of that event, Vi = view(e). 

4. The Algorithm 

An obvious solution to our dictionary problem 

is the following: Each node i maintains two sets, 

Ii and Di, which are the sets of elements that node 

i knows have been inserted and deleted, 
respectively. i’s view of the dictionary is Vi = 

Ii - Di. To implement SEND(m), node j sends a 

message m containing I 
j 

and Dj. When a node i does 

a RECEIVE(m), it updates its own sets simply by 
taking unions. 

The drawbaok to this solution is that the set 

Ii U Di contains every element that has ever been 
in i’s view, and this set grows without bound, even 

if the size of the view is itself bounded. Our 

algorithm gets by with keeping only the current 

view, Vi’ and a small amount of additional 

information which will be described shortly. 

Clearly, it won’t do to update Vi by replacing 

it with Vi U Vj, for there can be two reasons why 

an element x e Vi lJ V 
j 

might be missing from one of 

the sots Vk, k e (i,j): 

’ 1. x used to be in Vk but it has since been 

deleted, or 

2. x was inserted so recently that node k 
has not yet heard about it. 

In case 2, x belongs in Vi Iand in Vj. too), and in 

case 1, it should be in neither. 
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In order to be able to distinguish these two 

cases, each node maintains the following 
information in addition to its current view of the 

database: 

1. Each node i has a cell “clocki”. Each 

reference to clocki returns a positive 

number that is larger than all previous 
values returned. (Clocki can be 

implemented by a physical clock or by a 
counter that gets incremented on each 
reference. We talk about the values of 

clock. as being “times”, bat they need 
bear Ao relation to real time nor to the 
values of clockj for any j # i.) 

2. Eaoh x in the view is tagged with a pair 

(crex, Tx), where crex, the “creator” of 

x, is the node at which x was originally 
inserted, and TX is the time, according 

to the clock of cre,. at which the 

insertion took place. 

3. Each node i maintains a table ti. ti(j) 

is i’s postinq time for insertions which 
took place at node j. 

The posting times tell how current i’s knowledge is 

about insertions that have occurred at the other 
nodes: i knows about an insertion at node j iff 

the time at which that operation occurred 
(according to clockj) is < ti(j). 

Given a view V, a posting time vector t, and 
an element x, we define a predicate: 

del(V,t,x) iff Ix 6 V and Tx 1 t(cre,)l. 

It will follow that del(Vi, ti, x) holds iff node i 

knows that x has been deleted. We now describe how 

node i processes each of the kinds of operations. 

Algorithm 

INSERT(x) : ti(i) := clocki; 

crex := i; 

TX := tici); 

vi := Vi U (Xl. 

DELETE(x): Vi := Vi - {x). 

, 
LIST: Return Vi. 

SEND(m) : Send the message m = (Vi, ti>. 

RECBIVE(m) : Let m be the message <y, i>; 

vi := I x e (Vi u 5, I 

*del(Vi,ti,x) and -del(v,T,x) ); 

ti(k) := maxi ti(k), t(k) ) for all 

k e CNI. 

Initially, ti(j) = clocki = 0 and Vi = 9 for 

all i, j. 

5. Proof of Correctness 

Before stating and proving the correctness of 
this algorithm, we need some more notation. For 
each event e a E, let V[el (respectively t[el) be 

the value of Vnodete) (respectively t node(e)) 
immediately after completing e. Let insx[el be the 

predicate Tx 1 t[el(cre,). Let delxlel = del(V[el, 

tIeI, x). Note that delx[el iff x d V[el and 

ins,Cel. We will show that V[el corresponds to the 
current view, insx[e) means that x is known to have 

been inserted and delxI[el means that x is known to 

have been deleted. 

Let e 4e’ iff e + e’, e # e’, and for all 
err, if e + err + e’, then e” = e or e” = e’. If 

e he’, we say that e is an immediate uredecessor 
of e’ and e’ is an immediate successor of e. 

Lemma 1: If e + e’, then tIeI L 
t[e’l(i). 

Thus, posting times are monotone over “+“. 

Proof: Obvious by inspection of the algorithm 
and the conditions on clocki. u 

Lemma 2: If x s Vte’l, then there exists e e 

E such that op(e) = INSERT(x) and e + e’. 

Proof: This follows by an easy induction on 

‘V”, using the fact that initially all Vi = p. 0 

Lemma 3: Let x a D(E), e’ e E. Then insx[e’) 

iff there exists e a E such that op(e) = INSERT(x) 

and e + e’. 

Proof: =>: Assume insxte’l and x e D(E). 

First, tle’lfcre,) 1 TX > 0. Let e” be minimal in 

E such that e” -3 e’ and t [e”l (crex) = 

t[e’l(cre,). Inspection of the code shows that 

nodete”) = ore x and op(e”) = INSERT(y) for some y e 

D, for in every other case, at least one immediate 

predecessor f of e” has tIf1 (crex) = t[e”l (crex), 

contrary to the minimality of e”. Since x a D(E), 

there exists e e E with op(e) = INSERT(x) and 
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node(e) = cre,. By condition Pl, either e + e” 

or e” -3 e. If e” + e, we have TX < tle’l(cre,) 

= tIe”1 (crer) < ttel(cre,) = TX (since op(e) = 

INSERT(x)), a contradiction. Hence. e + e” 

3 e’. 

<=: Immediate by the code for INSERT and 
Lemma 1. 0 

Lemma 4: If err + e’ and de1 [e”], then x 
delr[e’l. 

Proof: It suffices to show that if err 4 e’ 

and de1 x [e”l , then delrle’l. Since de1 [e”]. x then 

r t V[e”l and ins leeI I. - By inspection of the code 

and restriction Rl, r d Vte’l. By Lemma 1, 

ins,Ie’l, so delrle’l holds. 

Lemma 5: Let I e D(E), 

iff there exists e” 8 E 

DELETE(x) and e” + e’ . 

0 

e’ 8 E. Then delrle’l 

such that op(e’9 = 

Proof: =>: Assume delrI[e’l holds. Let e” s E 

be minimal such that delu[e”l and e” + e’. Then 

r d Vle”l and insr[e”l, so by Lemma 3. there exists 

e e E such that op(e) = INSERT(x) and e + e”. 

Let f be such that e + f $e8” (possible since e # 

e”) . -del,[fl by minimality of e”, and ins,[fl by 

Lemma 3; hence, x s V[fl. Since I. d He”], then 

op(e”) is DELBTB(x) or RBCEIVB(m) for some m. 
However, if op(e”) = RBCBIVB(m), then x s V[e”l by 

the code for RBCBIVB (since -delr holds for all 

predecessors of e”), a contradiction. We conclude 

that op(e”) = DRLBTR(x). 

<=: Assume op(e”) = DBLETB(x) and err + 8’. 

x d V[e”l by the code for DELETE(x). By 

restriction R2. there is an immediate predecessor f 

of e” such that I e view(f). By condition Vl, 

there is sn e e E such that op(e) = INSBRT(x) and e 

+ f. Thus, ins,te”l by Lemma 3. so de1 I. le”l. By 

Lemma 4. delrle’l. 0 

We now show the correctness of our algorithm: 

Theorem: For all e’ s E, view(e’) = V[e’l. 

Proof: Suppose r s viewte’). By condition Vl, 

there exists e 3 e’ such that op(e) = INSBRT(r). 

By Lemma 3, insr[e’l. By condition V2. for every 

e” with op(e”) = DELETE(x). then e” fse’. Hence. 
we can apply Lemma 5 to conclude -del,le’l. SO I. e 

Vte’l. 

NOW suppose x s Vte’l. By Lemma 2, e + e’ 

and op(e) = INSERT(x) for some e e E. Hence, 
condition Vl holds for e’. Also, insrle’l holds by 

Lemma 3. Let op(e”) = DELETE(x). Since -del,[e’], 

we conclude from Lemma 5 that e” # a’. Thus, 
condition V2 holds for e’, so r e view(e’). 

We conclude that view(e’) = Vte’l. 0 

6. Remarks and Open Problems 

We have not yet addressed the problem of 

finding a good strategy for the nodes to use in 
deciding when and how to communicate. 

If each message can be received by only a 

single process, then various strategies can be 
imagined. At one extreme, a message transmission 

from i to j could be attempted periodically for all 

pairs i. j, i + j, resulting in a total of D(N2) 

messages to propagate information between all pairs 
of nodes. On the other hand, given a spanning tree 
in the network and a root, one can propagate 
information from every node to every other using 

only O(N) messages by first sending a wave of 
messages up from the leaves to the root and then 
back down from the root to the leaves. However, 
recovering from a network or node failure requires 
a special recovery procedure since the spanning 
tree must be rebuilt. We leave as an open problem 

to find a robust O(N)-message algorithm for 
propagating data throughout the system. 

If a broadcast facility is available, then 

things are much simpler, for each node need only 

broadcast a single message. There is still the 

problem, however, of how often to do so. It is 
clearly not sufficient for a node to broadcast only 

when it has new information, for a node restarting 
after a failure must have some means for being 

brought up-to-date. Of course, various protocols 

can be imagined to handle such situations, and we 

leave that also as an open problem. 
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